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About this type of course

A course in problems or current

issues is frequently a part of the

curriculum of a discipline oriented masters

program.  The intent is to focus on the

major problem or problems of the day

affecting the industry.  If done well, the

problem selected will be affecting the

industry for the next decade or so.  The

course most definitely should be forward

looking, focusing on a current problem

and possible future solutions.

About this course – 

Problems in Accounting – ACCT 694

The number one problem affecting the accounting

industry at this time is the lack of people skills among the

new accounting professionals of Generation Y.

That it is the most serious problem is commonly

agreed.  The Association for Accounting Marketing has

formed its Environment Scanning Council, comprised of

the most influential thought leaders in accounting who

focus on accounting firm issues, to identify and discuss

major issues that currently or soon will affect the

accounting industry.  At its first meeting in 2013, the

consensus view was that the new generation of accountants

lacks the people skills needed to replace baby boom generation.

The subject of people skills is a general and too broad term.  The major aspects of the

term are (1) a professional’s brand and message, (2) networking, (3) relationship building and

nurturing, (4) leadership, (5) team building, and (6) social marketing and digital era technology.



A professional’s brand and message is the core of requisite people skills.  A

professional’s brand is his/her identity, a statement of the unique way he/she adds value to

clients, firm, industry and society.  Dan Schawbel in Me 2.0 says,

Personal branding describes the process by which individuals and entrepreneurs

differentiate themselves and stand out from a crowd by identifying and articulating their

unique value proposition ... and then leverage it across platforms with a consistent

message and image to achieve a specific goal.  In this way, individuals can enhance their

recognition as experts in their field, establish reputation and credibility, and advance their

careers, and build self-conficence.

Networking is required to be successful in business.  Simply put, networking is who you

hang around with.  Nancy Fox writes, “... it’s about whether or not the right people are in your

[network].”  She continues,

You can build a better quality network, so that a better quality of business opportunity

comes your way more quickly, so that you have more fun in the process, and best of all,

so that you generate a better quality of relationships to boot.

Relationship building and nurturing is at the heart of business people skills.  Others will

do business with you if they know, like and trust you.  Trust depends upon personal relationships.

Leadership is about influence, not control.  It has been said that all communication is

persuasive.  It’s true.  Being able to serve others through providing positive influence is what

professional service is all about.

Team building.  The days of the rugged individualist, if they ever existed, are over. 

Group think is better than self think.  No one has all the answers, and the best decisions are made

after consultation with trusted advisors.

Social marketing and digital era technology.   Social and digital era technologies have

transformed the world.  Business is no longer done solely through face to face interactions. 

People skills cannot be studied without considering its digital context.



Reading list

There are many books which deal with developing various aspects of people skills. A

partial list includes the following.

As we discussed during class in week 2, we will discuss the books related to branding,

networking and social marketing and digital era technologies.

Branding

Me 2.0, by Dan Schawbel

Career Distinction, by William Arruda & Kirsten Dixson

Networking

Never Eat Alone, by Keith Ferrazzi

Network Like a Fox, by Nancy Fox

Leadership

Return on Influence, by Mark Schaefer

Team Building

Who’s Got Your Back, by Keith Ferrazzi

General People Skills

People Smart, by Mel Silberman

Quiet, by Susan Cain

Social Marketing and Digital Era Technology.

Social Media Explained, by Mark Schaefer

Likeable Social Media, by Dave Kerpen

Social Media Strategies for Professionals and their Firms, by Michelle Golden



Grading

Your course grade will be assigned on the professor’s subjective evaluation of your tests

and papers.  The course grade will integrate these items:

Papers & class discussions 100% 

Attendance policy

You should attend every class.  If you need to miss a class, send me an e-mail letting me

know of your absence. 

Assignments

Will be announced on a weekly basis. 

Class discussion

Everyone is expected to speak up in class. 

BYOD

I encourage students to bring a digital device to class,

whether it be a computer or tablet. You should be using it for

learning purposes. 

Academic honesty 

La Sierra University views academic honesty as a

cornerstone for institutional integrity. As such the University

expects high standards of integrity from all members. Students

who commit any offense against academic integrity and honesty

may receive from an instructor a failing grade in an assignment

or a failing grade in a course, without possibility of withdrawal.

The nature of the offense may dictate probation, suspension,



dismissal, or permanent expulsion as determined by the Dean and/or the Academic Integrity

Committee.

It is the responsibility of the students to avoid both dishonest practices and the appearance

of dishonesty. Students should make the necessary effort to ensure that their work is not used by

other students. They have the responsibility to protect the integrity of their academic work by

doing all they can to stop the dishonest practices of others.


